It is a misdemeanor to steal or mutilate library materials. This offense is punishable by a fine of not more than $100 or imprisonment of not more than 30 days.

SC Code of Laws 16-13-330
A River Runs Red
The Yangtze River in China, also known as the “golden watercourse” began turning red last week and Chinese officials have no idea what is causing it. The Yangtze, called ‘golden’ because of the large amount of rainfall it receives each year, is relied upon by many fishermen and other workers who, despite the strange color, continued to go about their business. (Daily Mail)

Up To Their Necks
90 protesters in India have been standing in neck deep water for over two weeks in an effort to stop the central Indian state from increasing the water levels of dams in the Khandwa region. The protesters say if the water levels increase more than 60 villages will be threatened by the Omkareshwar dam and 1,000 acres of land are already under water. (Times of India)

Watch Your Whistles
New laws in Great Britain may outlaw suggestive whistles and unwanted verbal contact under a pledge to mark International Women’s Day. 18 countries including Germany, France, and Ukraine, have already signed the pledge to outlaw “unwanted verbal, non-verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature with the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person, in particular when creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment”.

MARS ROVER WAS HERE: Self shots aren’t just for earthlings anymore. NASA’s Curiosity rover took a minute to check itself out last week by turning its camera around and snapping a picture of its own ‘face.’ The photo is notinstagramed, that’s just what Mars looks like.

The Chanticleer
Email questions, letters the editor, and corrections to: chanticleernews@gmail.com
...And here’s to another 50 years!

This is the 50th year the Chanticleer has published a newspaper on the campus of Coastal Carolina. 50 years. That’s a really long time.

Ten different presidents took and left office during that time; possibly 11 in a couple months. We sent men to the Moon and a rover to Mars.

Thousands of students have passed through the halls on campus over those years, and a few actually graduated, but two things have remained constant during that time: there has never been anywhere to park and The Chanticleer has always published a newspaper.

Though the faces behind the scenes have changed through the past five decades, The Chanticleer has continuously upheld a high standard of quality student journalism.

It will be a mighty task, but we hope to carry on the storied legacy of editors and writers who came before us and produce a student newspaper worthy of the intellect found on our campus.

Our hope for The Chanticleer this year is to get as many students involved as possible. It’s not just our newspaper, it’s your newspaper, too. After all, you have to read it every week.

We want to be a sort of sounding board for all things Coastal. We want to know every single detail about what happens on our campus and we want you to know it too. That’s a hefty goal you might say, but with your help we can make it a possibility.

What’s in store for the Chanticleer in years ahead?

We consider ourselves a team here at The Chanticleer and like any team we need support to keep the morale up and give us something to aim for. We want students to get excited about The Chanticleer, we want to give you something you want to read.

In order to do that we need your support and feedback. If there is something you want to see in the paper let us know. Or better yet, come to one of our meetings and write a story about it so you can let everybody know.

With your help we can keep The Chanticleer going strong for another 50 years!

TL;DR: Get excited about your student newspaper. Help us help you.

- Josh Fatzick
Don’t Hide Behind Your Hashtag

It’s no secret that social media has taken over our generation and infiltrated college campuses all over the United States. Social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter have given subscribers the option to keep their information private to the general public and future employers, but some students and companies seem to underestimate the word private.

Recently I have been noticing the inappropriateness of tweets being posted by businesses surrounding our campus. Our society has been molded into something that people of past generations wouldn’t even recognize, something that I like to call the “Fifty Shades of Grey” era.

Sadomasochism has been around for ages, and introduced to our society through a variety of ways. The Barbados native, Rihanna came out with the song “S&M” in 2011, a little too quickly after her scandal with past boyfriend, Chris Brown. Also in 2011 the “Fifty Shades” trilogy by E.L. James was released, an erotic fiction novel that has sold over 40 million copies worldwide, in 37 countries.

The obsession with S&M has been traveling through media circuits like wildfire, but does that mean it’s okay to admit that you’re S&M friendly?

Being on a college campus is similar to being in a fishbowl. It’s hard to keep your personal life private already because of social media sites, but living on top of your peers for four years doesn’t help.

Students aren’t the only people who have to worry about what they put on their pages, businesses should think before they tweet about scandalous topics.

Promoting something such as S&M can give some people the wrong idea about what your business is all about. In a world where you constantly hear about sexual assault and physical abuse, the last thing we need is someone to tell us that it’s okay.

Sounds more like a Fifty Shades of Felony, if you ask me.

#ThinkBeforeYouTweet
-Leah Barcellona
Coastal Carolina plans ahead for a possible busy hurricane season

With two hurricanes currently churning off the coast in the Atlantic, it’s important for students to know how to prepare in the event of an emergency.

This year is expected to be a more active than usual hurricane season and the CCU administration is taking every precaution necessary to make sure students make it through safe and sound.

CCU was forced to evacuate residence halls one time during Weisner’s seven year tenure, but the process flowed smoothly because there was a good plan in place.

“Believe it or not, for something you would think would be so disorderly, it happens in a quite orderly manner because we plan and we know at what point we are going to notify the students. The decision is made well in advance,” said Weisner.

Wingate College in Rock Hill offered to house students on its campus during the last hurricane scare, but fortunately students were not forced to evacuate their residences.

In the event of a hurricane watch the Emergency Management Team will meet and personnel will begin preparations for executing their action plan.

If the threat of the hurricane becomes imminent the hurricane watch will switch to a hurricane warning and the Emergency Operations Center will become fully manned.

Eight to ten hours prior to the hurricane making landfall all classes will be cancelled, all residence halls will be evacuated and students asked to return home or travel to a safe destination inland.

Weisner suggests making arrangements well ahead of time because storm shelters are not a fun place to be.

CCU was forced to evacuate residence halls one time during Weisner’s seven year tenure, but the process flowed smoothly because there was a good plan in place.

“Believe it or not, for something you would think would be so disorderly, it happens in a quite orderly manner because we plan and we know at what point we are going to notify the students. The decision is made well in advance,” said Weisner.

Wingate College in Rock Hill offered to house students on its campus during the last hurricane scare, but fortunately students were not forced to evacuate their residences.

In the event of a hurricane watch the Emergency Management Team will meet and personnel will begin preparations for executing their action plan.

If the threat of the hurricane becomes imminent the hurricane watch will switch to a hurricane warning and the Emergency Operations Center will become fully manned.

Eight to ten hours prior to the hurricane making landfall all classes will be cancelled, all residence halls will be evacuated and students asked to return home or travel to a safe destination inland.

Weisner suggests making arrangements well ahead of time because storm shelters are not a fun place to be.

Weisner said the emergency management team meets every other month to refine their strategies and amend their emergency plans accordingly.

The team brings in experts to help plan and employ a computer program called Hurrevac to track hurricanes and assemble tide, rainfall, and flood data.

Once the storm safely passes buildings will be reopened and classes will be rescheduled. It is important for students to be prepared if they are forced to evacuate.

Weisner suggests taking the following measures: get cash, fill your tank up with gas, make arrangements for your pets, if you are evacuating put a couple gallons of water in your car and bring some food in case you get stuck on the freeway, and if you take medicine bring several days supply because you never know when you will be able to get more.

Students should sign up for CCU alerts if they haven’t already, it is the best way for the university to communicate with students in the event of an emergency, Weisner said.

“We can only answer so many phone calls here during an emergency,” he said.

If there is an emergency on campus the Coastal homepage will completely shift to an emergency information page.

“Any information that students or parents need will be right up on our homepage, we change our entire front page to emergency information. It has all the information we need to get out,” Weisner said.

-Josh Fatzick
New kids on the block

New students and teachers get acclimated to the campus life

It's that time of year again, summer's gone, the rain is here, and new freshmen have invaded our dorms and classrooms once again.

There are over 9,200 students enrolled at Coastal Carolina this semester, around 2,200 of which are first-time freshmen.

Fresh out of high school and away from home for the first time, a change that can be hard for some, New phase two freshmen, Shannon Desroches of Maryland and Kayla Schoentube of New Jersey, who met each other on the first day of classes and have since become good friends.

"I just met her and we're already really close," said Schoentube. "We're not roommates, but I'm over there a lot."

Schoentube said she had no problem meeting new friends on campus due to its intimate nature.

"It's a comfortable size," she said. "In New Jersey there is Rutgers and all these big schools, and it's not too small like tech, so I can get to know people, but then again I don't have to feel overwhelmed."

The freshmen seemed eager to take advantage of new accommodations provided on campus but some of the same old complaints still carry on.

"We live in UP 3, so (a shuttle) probably comes every 45 or 50 minutes. You wait a lot, and it's raining a lot, and I normally miss it," said Schoentube. "I have my car, so I drove today, but I had to skip class because I was over there for 30 minutes trying to find a parking spot."

While college life can be fun and exciting, being away from home and having new neighbors still takes some getting used to.

"I miss my mom, she makes me food and does everything for me, I like it here but it's just different. My mom makes me sandwiches," said Desroches. "And there's people above us and they're really loud. It's like they're jumping on the bed or something."

New teachers are also getting the feel for campus, and in the case of Kim Schumacher, a first-year lecturer in the Communication department, getting used to working in a whole new career field.

Schumacher spent the last 18 years working as a general assignment reporter all over the country, six of which were spent in Myrtle Beach working at News Channel 13. Though she loved being a reporter, Schumacher got tired of the constant pressure in the news business and decided to take her talents back to academia to help shape the minds of future reporters.

"Within the last year I started realizing I was getting kind of burnt out, it's a very stressful business," she said. "Being on call, getting calls at 3 o'clock in the morning saying you've got to come into work right now was fine when I was younger, I'm older now."

One of the reasons Schumacher got into teaching is because her experience working with interns left her worried about how underprepared they were for the real world. She wants to give students a better idea of what working will really be like.

Schumacher said she still experiences growing pains everyday, but getting used to the campus has been a challenge for her.

"I'm still learning where buildings are," she said. "I'm still learning procedures for doing things, as well as trying to incorporate what I know and turn it around in the classroom."

Mark Flynn, an Assistant Professor in the Communication department, came to Coastal Carolina himself just fresh out of school. He got his Ph.D. over the summer at Bowling Green State University.

Flynn taught for two years in between getting his Masters degree and Ph.D. at his alma mater, the University of Rhode Island, and Kutztown University in Pennsylvania.

Flynn said he much prefers the art of teaching over spending hours researching because of the interactivity teaching provides.

"When you're doing your Ph.D. it's very internally focused, you're independently working by yourself, spending a lot of hours just kind of staring at a computer screen, where as teaching is so much more interactive," he said. "A lot of times I'll leave the classroom after a successful lecture and I feel good about it, that's what I got into teaching for."

Flynn is settling in nicely at Coastal Carolina, he's made plenty of friends on the faculty, and students seem to like him as well.

"I love it here. Coming from a bigger school, it was a lot less personal, but here my door's always open, students come by and say hello already. I know all my students names," he said. "I love the personal nature of Coastal, even just walking across campus a student will say 'hey Mr. Flynn!' I think that's great."

-Josh Fatzick
Tragic morning for two CCU students

On the Friday morning of September 7th, undeclared freshmen, Elizabeth Gorshack of Warwick, NY was killed after being struck by a vehicle while crossing Highway 544. According to the South Carolina Highway Patrol, the accident occurred at 12:18 a.m. near Might as Well bar.

The driver of the vehicle was 19-year-old Julian Delvasto of Syosset, NY. He was driving a 2006 Toyota westbound on Highway 544 when the accident happened. According to police, the driver fled the scene of the accident but returned a few hours later. He was brought to J. Rueben Long Detention Center at around 3:30 a.m. and was later charged with reckless homicide.

The South Carolina Highway Patrol and the Multidisciplinary Accident Investigation Team (M.A.I.T.) are still investigating the accident.

University President, Dr. David DeCenzo released a statement saying, “Our hearts go out to the parents and family, to friends, fellow students and faculty who are learning today about the loss of Elizabeth Gorshack. We are shaken by this tragedy, and we are working to provide counseling support for all who are affected.”

In one afternoon, local clergy, Counseling Services, students and community members alike came to campus together to support those students affected by these tragedies. Students and community members expressed their thoughts and prayers through social media, spawning the trending Twitter hashtag, #CCUnited.

Students who have been affected or who are having trouble dealing with these unfortunate deaths are encouraged to seek help at Counseling Services for support.

-Zach DeRitis

Counseling Services event took students on a tour of common bad decisions

The ‘Doors of Doom’ event turned the Counseling Services building into a haunted house of sorts last week, though the scenes depicted were far scarier than the average chainsaw wielding maniac.

Behind each door students and counselors acted out scenarios students are likely to face during their time in college. Ranging from sleep deprivation to unwanted pregnancy, each room showed the consequences students could face if they choose to make poor decisions.

Coastal student experiences ‘unwanted pregnancy’

The first door exposed students to a common occurrence on college campuses, a Friday night house party, and reminded them to make smart decisions regarding the consumption of alcohol and energy drinks.

The tour also had rooms dedicated to sexually transmitted diseases, relationship problems caused by social media, body image issues, and every freshman’s worst nightmare, a trip to Dean Overton’s office to be “permanently dismissed” from school.

The message really hit home with freshman Carley Ross who recently
experienced a trip to the Dean of Students office firsthand, an experience she doesn't want to live out again.

"I just got in trouble, not to the point where I had to get kicked out of school, but it made me realize to make better choices or I won't be able to be a student here anymore," she said.

The event ended with students standing around a bodybag containing what appeared to be a fellow student and a debriefing session where students could talk about their experience with other students and internalize what they just saw.

"The room with the bodybag made me think a lot about all my friends and how I'd feel if one of them died as a result of being careless with drinking and drugs," said freshman Alexa Carfley.

Sean Pierce, a counselor and the brain behind 'Doors of Doom,' called the event "an interactive, multi sensory, multi media production."

He wanted the event to get students to examine their own decisions and think about how they can choose the right ones.

"One of the messages we really tried to send was for students to look within and see what sort of choices you are making in your life so unfortunate things don't happen," he said.

Pierce's strategy appeared to work as a lot of students left the event thinking about their own experiences with some of the scenarios discussed.

"Going through high school and seeing some of my close friends leave so instantly, it just hit back home," said freshman Devante Gilbert.

---

**SGA makes moves**

**Who says the government is not your friend?**

Our campus has undergone many changes in just about every aspect of the University, these changes range from new policies, to new facilities, and so on.

We have our Student Government to thank for most of these changes. SGA works day and night in order to make Coastal Carolina University a better place for the students who are currently attending, as well as for the students who will be attending in the future.

According to a press release from SGA, "SGA has been responsible for fifteen new clubs and organizations." One example of these new clubs and organizations include the Quiditch Club. For those of you who are not avid Harry Potter supporters, Quiditch is the sport played in the books and movies.

We also can credit the new CINO Card policy to the members of SGA. In past years, CINO cards had a $20 replacement fee. CINO cards are used for attending events, using facilities and more importantly, eating and getting back to your dorms on campus.

"Charging students $20 for a card that is a need is ridiculous," said SGA Senator Brandon Reilly. "Replacing your license is not even that much."

Thanks to the efforts of SGA, students this year are now allowed two free CINO Card replacements before they are charged for them. SGA is also responsible for the addition of the Chauncey Pavements that we see on the roads on campus.

"At Clemson, you see the tiger paw painted on the road once you get on campus letting people know that they are in Clemson territory," said SGA President Desmond Howard. "The Chauncey University a better place for the students who will be attending in the future."

Howard also said that campus beautification was another contributing factor to the addition of the Chauncey Pavements.

One of the biggest changes is the new HTC Recreation and Convocation Center. According to the SGA press release, "The Convocation Center was a piece of SGA legislation passed in 2007."

As most of us already know, the HTC Center was originally scheduled to open for the 2011-2012 academic year. However due to unpredictable circumstances, the opening was delayed until this year. The HTC Center is home to the new dining addition, the Rowdy Rooster.

During the day you can find healthy options, and at night you can order food similar to CINO Grill. The Rowdy Rooster provides students with something we have not had before, a late night dining option.

The only late night meal option students used to have was University Place Deli, which closes at 11PM. The Rowdy Rooster has for the most part
solved our main campus late night hunger issues.

“It was all about convenience,” said Scott Rowe, vice president of public relations for SGA. “Hicks dining hall closes at 8PM so students did not really have many other options.”

Some of the food served at the Rowdy Rooster is named after members of SGA. The Breezy Brandon sandwich is named after SGA Senator Brandon Reilly. Other items on the menu named after SGA members include the Dirty Baldino Sandwich, Eubanks Nachos, and Katelyn’s Kickin Chicken. So while everyone is downing a Dirty Baldino or biting into a Breezy Brandon, remember the people responsible for providing you with these options who have worked themselves to death to make Coastal an even better place than it already is.

Thanks to the efforts of SGA, we have taken some steps in the process of perfecting our campus.

-Kyle Jordan

Inappropriate?

Monarch 544 uses Twitter to fight back

Monarch 544, in response to litterers and vandals, turned to Twitter last week to express their grievances.

Monarch 544 opened its doors to Coastal students at the beginning of the semester offering a new, stylish option for off-campus housing. The new housing complex off Highway 544 offers a variety of amenities with a sand volleyball court, a fire pit, a resort style pool, and a hammock lounge.

On their websites homepage the complex states, “Monarch 544 is a fresh take on Coastal Carolina Off-Campus Housing that fits your personality: smart but stylish, upscale but modern, energetic but easy-going. Find advanced technology, custom lifestyle programs, and creative experiences at Monarch 544.”

Not all is perfect in paradise, however. Monarch is now facing problems with littering, glass bottles at the pool, and destruction of personal property. According to their Twitter, Monarch management is not happy about it.

Monarch Residents if you are caught putting trash in the undesignated areas you will be fined. Please help us keep it sexy here at Monarch

“If ur not about this high class life, don’t visit,” reads one Monarch tweet posted on September 2nd. “I KNOW Monarch residents aren’t leaving trash and bringing glass to the pool. #RespectIt”

Monarch 544

Monarch Residents if you are caught putting trash in the undesignated areas you will be fined. Please help us keep it sexy here at Monarch

If ur not bout this high class life, don’t visit. I KNOW Monarch residents aren’t leaving trash & bringing glass to the pool. #RespectIt

Some residents of the Monarch complex disagree with the use of social media to address problems management has the use of its facilities.

“It just seems unprofessional,” said Esteban Valerio, a resident at Monarch. “Like, we’re all adults. There is a better way to handle conflict than posting things on the internet.”

Monarch 544 also uses Twitter to remind residents of rent payments and to retweet posts from Coastal students.

-Bobby Baldwin

Abrupt Departure

Fraternity and Sorority life coordinator gone after one semester

Newly hired Fraternity and Sorority Life Coordinator Gianna Verdoni is gone after being with Coastal Carolina University for only one semester.

At the end of the 2011 Spring semester Luke Benfield, the previous coordinator, moved on to another appointment. After a semester of accepting applications and interviewing prospects, The Office of Student Activities and Leadership hired Gianna Verdoni at the beginning of Spring 2012.

Now, only three weeks into the new school year, Gianna is gone for unknown reasons and Coastal Greek life is once again without an adviser.

Whitney Comer, Director of Student Activities and Leadership, said that the coordinator issue is personal and she cannot comment on the situation.

-Bobby Baldwin
Open for Business on Campus

New Buildings Finally Open Their Doors

After a year of preparation, the HTC Center and Bryan Information Commons opened their doors at the start of the semester bringing the Coastal Carolina community together to celebrate the campus’ new buildings.

On the first day alone the HTC Center brought in over 2,000 students, faculty and staff from the time the gym opened at 6AM till the time it closed at midnight. The HTC Center is home to many Coastal Carolina favorites, such as the 3,200 seated arena, campus bookstore, Rowdy Rooster concession stand and gymnasium. The downstairs of the gym is equipped with a two-floor climbing wall, three fitness classrooms and locker rooms. Upstairs you can find a plethora of cardio equipment, strength training equipment, TRX circuit training station and indoor track.

“The usage numbers have been the most satisfying part for me,” said Jody Davis, Director of Campus Recreation. “The fact that the student body has embraced the gym means a lot to me.”

Davis, whom is a Coastal Alumni, has been working for Coastal Carolina for 20 years. He played tennis for Coastal and began coaching the women’s tennis team in 1996. Last year Davis decided to dedicate all of his time to the gym and gave up his time in athletics.

“I needed to devote more time to student affairs because of the rapid growth in our department,” Davis said. “Although I miss being a part of athletics this has definitely filled the void. I enjoy what I do, and I think that your attitude determines your success.”

Davis explained that his favorite part of the gym is the healthy, holistic look with open air that greets you on a daily basis.

It is the total opposite of the Williams Brice building that had very little natural lighting for the past three decades.

“We could turn the lights off upstairs during the day and very few people would notice,” Davis said.

Along with the open air and natural light that greets you as you walk in, a campus recreation employee will be readily available to swipe your ID card before entering the gym. At the start of the semester, the campus recreation team participated in extensive all day training focusing mostly on customer service.

“The student staff is trained to provide great customer service that our campus community would be proud of,” Davis said.

Davis expects student workers to take ownership and to treat the gym like a business; therefore it must be run like a business.

“This is a welcoming environment and we have set standards for access, in clothing and behavior,” Davis said. “I think that when everybody is practicing that standard, it is a very healthy environment.”

The staff will be evaluating the building hours as the year goes on to become more efficient about the usage hours. During the peak hours of the gym, which according to Davis are roughly between 3PM and 8PM, every piece of cardio equipment upstairs is in use. The staff’s goal is to continue looking into purchasing more equipment with the hope that the novelty of the new gym won’t ware off.

“It’s hard to predict patterns, I honestly feel that with the level of equipment and service that we provide our numbers will continue to increase,” Davis said.

One thing that hasn’t seemed to lose its novelty is the climbing wall. The climbing wall is open Sun. through Thurs. from 4PM till 8PM and Fridays...
from 4PM till 6PM. The wall has seven different routes and ropes that challenge climbers and increase their level of skills.

Max Mello, climbing wall coordinator, believes that the climbing wall provides a physical challenge and full body workout that most people have never experienced before.

“I try to get on the climbing wall everyday it’s open,” said Tim McDonald, an employee for campus recreation. “It has definitely added a variety to my workout.”

The recreation center also has a variety of fitness classes that can suite every students needs. Some of the classes include: Spinning, Core and More, Yoga, HIIT, TRX Circuit, Zumba Fitness, ABSolution, Pump It Up, Pilates and many more. Davis believes that group fitness classes have had a steady increase this year because the best advertisement is word of mouth.

“It’s definitely a huge upgrade for us,” said Kasey Barnett, a Zumba fitness instructor. “It’s really nice never having to turn anyone away because of restricted room space.”

Barnett’s favorite part of the new group fitness classrooms is the sound system; she explained that it makes the class ten times better. The HTC Center hopes to continue to improve as the year goes on, expanding to provide the student’s with more state-of-the-art equipment.

Another long awaited building that has opened its doors is the Bryan Information Commons, attached to the Kimbel Library. The building was named after the Rebecca C. Bryan family, whose $1.8 million gift was given in 2001. The 15,000-square foot, two-story addition provides individual computer workstations, high-tech study and presentation rooms and sets a comfortable setting with couches and chairs for students to lounge in while they work.

“The prettiest parts I think will end up being the soft seated areas that will overlook the new fountains,” said Barbara Burd, Dean of Library Services. The construction of the fountains are expected to be finished by late fall. The fountains will be lit so students can enjoy their beauty during the evening as well. Burd explained that student feedback has been very positive and the commons is already busy.

On the first few days of the commons being opened, there was a white board placed in the entrance, asking students and faculty for their feedback. Some examples from the white board include: “Wicked Awesome”, “Fab and Fancy”, “Really good place to study and so new” and “It has the new building smell, mmmhh.”

The information commons will be open 24/6, on Sundays the building will open at 11AM and remain open till 7PM on Fridays. On Saturdays the commons will be open from 1PM to 6PM.

-Leah Barcellon?
Coastal Carolina endures a harrowing win

The final four minutes of the game Saturday night saw more action than you'll see in some entire football games.

Kicker Alex Catron punched through a 35-yard field goal to put The Chants ahead by ten points. However, the lead didn’t last long as Furman moved swiftly down the field to score a touchdown with just under two minutes left in the game.

Not to be outdone, though, Coastal’s star cornerback Dontavais Johnson blocked the extra point attempt to make it a four point Coastal lead.

The Paladins then successfully executed an onside kick and retained the ball on the CCU 50 yard line. It took just nine plays for Furman to score another touchdown, a 22-yard pass to Ryan Culbreath, with just 40 seconds left on the clock.

Coastal started their final drive of regulation down by three and on their own 32. CCU quarterback Aramis Hilary threw two beautiful passes to get The Chants in field goal position; one to Matt Hazel for 32 yards and another to Tyrell Banks for 20. Catron then booted the game tying field goal as time expired in regulation.

The three overtime sessions saw plenty of scoring by both Coastal and Furman, but in the end it was a two point conversion by Coastal’s offense that made the difference.

In the final overtime, Hilary tossed a 26 yard touchdown score to DeMario Bennet, and per NCAA rules, The Chants were forced to go for two. Hilary hit Bennet again on the two point try, scoring on a run-pass option with tight end Thomas Pauciello from three yards out.

Furman scored easily in the first two overtimes, both were one play scoring drives. The Paladins scored again in the third overtime on a Hank McCloud run play from three yards out, but still down by two, The Paladins attempted a fade pass to the back of the endzone and the pass sailed long giving The Chants the 47-45 victory.

After the game Coastal quarterback Aramis Hilary was short on words but not excitement.

“That was crazy,” he said. “That was crazy.”

Head coach Joe Moglia was thrilled about the win and his undefeated start at Coastal. Moglia said that while there is still work to do, he and the team were going to take some time to enjoy this win.

-Josh Fatzick
Moglia off to a good start

Coastal Carolina fans have patiently waited for Chanticleer football to return since CCU named Joe Moglia the new head coach in December 2011.

The hiring of Moglia brought mixed reactions from fans, but the hard feelings from the firing of former coach, David Bennett, could be eased if the football team wins.

Moglia, who enters his 20th season as a football coach, has previously coached at Dartmouth, Lafayette and the United Football League’s Omaha Nighthawks. In 2008, Moglia, a known business man, stepped down from his position as Chief Executive Officer at TD Ameritrade because he knew the “timing was right to pull the trigger” and return to football. When Moglia was hired in December, he stressed what an honor and privilege it was to represent Coastal Carolina University.

“My job is to put a team on the field that students and faculty are proud of,” Moglia said in January.

On Saturday, Sept. 1, CCU football made a good first impression when they delivered a 29-13 home opener victory over North Carolina A&T, to notch Moglia’s first career win at Coastal Carolina.

“My first career win] is an emotional thing for me and I feel that responsibility on my shoulder to deliver for this university,” Moglia said.

Coastal was victorious thanks to career nights by three seniors: QB Aramis Hillary, RB Jeremy Height and CB Dontavais Johnson.

Hillary threw for a career-high 274 yards with a 33 yard touchdown completion to junior WR, Matt Hazel in the third quarter. In the first quarter, Hillary got the Chants on board with a one yard touchdown rush.

Height rushed for a career-high 109 yards on 20 carries, including a 22-yard touchdown run in the first half. On the defensive side of the ball, Johnson picked off three passes to tie a Coastal school record.

“I know after we look at the film there are going to be things we need to improve upon,” Moglia said. “But at the end of the day it was our first win together, my first win as part of this university and I’m excited, I’m jacked up.”

-Kim Sherayko
Two CCU Baseball Players Drafted During 2012 MLB Draft

In June, Major League Baseball held their annual First-Year Draft where two CCU players saw their dreams of playing professional baseball come true.

Pitcher Josh Conway was selected in the fourth round (134th overall) by the Chicago Cubs, while teammate Tucker Frawley was selected in the eighth round (265th overall) by the Toronto Blue Jays.

Conway, whose 2012 season was cut short by Tommy John surgery, is the seventh highest Chanticleer selected in the MLB draft.

In three seasons at Coastal, Conway posted a 14-3 record with four saves and a 2.68 ERA.

Conway elected to forgo his senior season at Coastal to sign a contract with the Cubs.

"As far as me leaving, I felt that the coaching staff [at Coastal] had prepared me to fulfill a lifelong goal of playing Major League Baseball," Conway said. ". . . I can't thank them enough for helping me achieve my goal."

Four rounds after Conway, senior catcher Tucker Frawley heard his named called.

Frawley ended his career at Coastal on a high note when he earned a spot on the first team All-Big South, in addition to being a top 12 finalist for the Johnny Bench Award, which is the nation's top catching honor.

During his four seasons at Coastal Frawley was a force at the plate as well as behind it. At the plate, Frawley hit .275 with a .378 on-base percentage. Behind the dish, Frawley only committed nine errors while throwing out 40.6% of potential base stealers.

Conway and Frawley achieved great success during their time at Coastal Carolina, but bigger and better things await them in Major League Baseball.

Dustin Johnson Sets Stage for Perfect Game

When former CCU golfer Dustin Johnson was in the Bay Area for the U.S. Open, the San Francisco Giants asked Johnson to throw out the ceremonial first pitch on June 13th.

Before the game, Johnson and starting pitcher of the night Matt Cain drove golf balls into the shores of McCovey Cove, which is 310 yards from home plate.

Cain went on to record 27 straight outs with 14 strikeouts against the Houston Astros to claim the first perfect game in Giant's history.

"What a game my Matt Cain!!!” Johnson tweeted after the perfecto. “I think it was all started by my great first pitch!!!”

After the games were over at AT&T Park, Johnson got to business at the U.S. Open where he unfortunately shot nine over and missed the cut.

Although hitting golf balls into McCovey Cove seemed to be good luck for Matt Cain, the same can't be said for Johnson.

Former Chant Represents USA in Summer Olympics

Former Coastal Carolina track and field athlete Amber Campbell participated in her second Olympic games in August.

Campbell finished thirteenth in the women's hammer event with a distance of 69.93 meters.

Although Campbell missed qualifying for the finals in the 2012 Summer Olympics, she remains the United States top women's hammer athlete.

-Kim Sherayko

With good reason too. In 2011, our men's soccer team knocked off “big schools” with a history of athletic achievement such as Ohio State who was number two in the nation before falling to Coastal. The team also went on to earn their 9th NCAA Tournament trip, 10th Big South regular season crown, and finished the 2011 season ranked 16th in the nation. They are again ranked among the top 20 teams in the nation, and currently sitting at number 19.

The Other Fall Sport

In the midst of football season here at Coastal Carolina, another team is competing at a very high level.

They play a sport which is beginning to grow in popularity in the United States, but it is the most watched sport in the rest of the world. Of course the sport which I speak of is soccer.

While some are aware of the accomplishments of The Chants soccer team, many students have no idea just how much this team has done for Chanticleer athletics.

Many are not aware of how good this team really is.

“'We are everyone's big game”, said Senior forward Robby Daniels. “We are the team that other teams have highlighted on their schedule.”
With the return of big names such as Ashton Bennett, who led the nation in scoring last season, and a roster full of experience, the team believes they are poised for another successful season.

"I think we are a much better team this year," said Sophomore defender Kjartan Sigurdson.

Robbie Daniels agreed with his teammate.

"We are better technically this year and we have a solid chemistry," he said.

The team believes they have addressed some of the issues that may have prevented them from going all the way last year.

"Last year we attempted a lot of shots but we needed to get better about being on target", said Sophomore forward Ricky Garbanzo.

Ricky, Robby, and Kjartan also acknowledged that the superb goalkeeping displayed so far will be very valuable to the team throughout the year.

The players did mention another issue they would like to see addressed. They want to see the empty bleachers they normally play in front of suddenly fill up with a sea of teal, black, and bronze and hear the roar of supporting Coastal Carolina students cheering them on in their journey to win it all.

"We need more crowds like the crowd we had against Elon University last year", said Daniel.

-Kyle Jordan

Intramural's are kicking off this week, after a very competitive season last year the intramural's staff is eagerly awaiting for the new teams.

Flag football, 3v3 basketball and volleyball are the fall sports. There is still time to sign up for 3v3 basketball, games will be played on Mon., Tues. and Wed. and they will have 12 minute long halves. Champions from last years basketball season include the 3 Ballers in the pro league and A&E in the rookie league.

Flag football was the biggest intramural fall sport last year. Some highlights include the biggest rivalry, Delta Chi fraternity vs. Pi Kappa Pi fraternity. Delta Chi got revenge in the playoffs with a 7-0 victory. The champions of last years football season were, Busch League in the pro league, Sigma Phi Epsilon in the fraternity league, 803 Rock Hill in the rookie league and CockeBlockers in the women’s league.

There are some interesting rules to a flag football game, such as the QB can actually cross the line of scrimmage, come back and still throw a legal forward pass. You can hand the ball off forward and backward anywhere on the field. You can throw a forward pass, if the receiver catches it in the air, before he lands he can throw it forward farther.

If you’re interested in volleyball you will need six players per team. Each game is played best out of two, and the third game is played till 15. MacSauce were the champions from last year.

Check back every week to get updates on the intramural sports and find out what teams will be bringing home the gold this season.

-Leah Barcellona

-Dontavais Johnson

After tying a CCU record with three interceptions in the Chanticleer’s season and home opener, senior CB Dontavais Johnson received numerous honors, including Big South’s Defensive Player of the Week and FCS Defensive Player of the Week by The Sports Network. CollegeFootballPerformance.com also recognized Johnson by naming him their National Defensive Player of the Week and National Defensive Back of the Week. During the Chants win over NC A&T, Johnson also had a game saving pass break-up and one tackle.

-Kim Sherayko

-Kindra Bailey

Over the summer, junior Kindra Bailey played for the Bring It Promotions/USA All-Star Team. The team traveled to China for the month of July to play six matches versus professional teams in Tianjin, Shanghai and Liaoning. Bailey mentions her time with USA All-Star team “was a growing experience...but it was great because now I’ve proved to myself that I can compete at that high level of play.

-Kim Sherayko
Each week we at The Chanticleer provide you all with cheap, easy, and delicious recipes sure to please your roommates. Though, every now and then we may suggest a restaurant around campus for you to check out, because, hey, we don’t always feel like cooking.

In this inaugural edition we present you with a home-brew recipe:

The Barbecue Chicken Mac’N’Cheese Pizza, in all its glory.

**What you’ll need:**
1 pizza crust
1 box Velveeta Shells and Cheese (we went with the 2% variety, as we are watching our figure.)
1 bag chicken tenders
1 bottle of your favorite barbecue sauce
1 red onion

*note: chicken, barbecue sauce, and onions are to be used at your discretion. We chose to err on the side of way too much.

**Directions:**
- Cook chicken and mac’n’cheese as directed on the packages.
- While these cook: preheat your oven to 425°, slather some BBQ sauce on your pizza crust, and chop up that onion.
- When the mac’n’cheese is done dump it on top of the pizza crust and spread it out.
- When the chicken is done chop it up and spread it out on top of the mac’n’cheese (for best results, squish it down in to the mac’n’cheese a little bit).
- Throw some onions on top of all that and add some more BBQ sauce to the mix.
- If you have some shredded cheese laying around feel free to throw that on top as well, we did.
- Place this monster of a pizza on a baking sheet, put it in the oven, and bake until your desired crispiness (about 10 minutes).
- Enjoy. You can thank us later.

---

**Campus Faces**

**Getting to know your Coastal support staff**

**Brian Sanders**
Facilities Management

**Favorites:**
Book - 48 Laws of Power
Band - JayZ
Food - Pig

**Quote** - “Learn rules well so that you can break them properly”

**When you are not at work, what are you doing?**
Living Life

**What is your greatest accomplishment?**
Graduating College

**Who is your hero and why?**
I am my own hero

**Behind the scenes wisdom?**
Everything isn’t what it seems, in more ways than one
THIS WEEK'S Top 5

1. SOHO University
"Sushi, Steak, Seafood, SOHO U has it all. Not only are they a restaurant, but a bar/nightclub as well. Every Tuesday night is college night, so make sure you stop by for some great specials."

2. Anything Froz
"The frozen yogurt trend has been invading cities rapidly, it’s about time it hit Coastal! Anything Froz is located conveniently in walking distance from Coastal’s campus. They also offer free wi-fi, so if you have to do school work you might as well eat fro-yo while you do it."

3. Monarch 544
"Pool Parties on Saturdays? Yes please! Monarch 544 knows all about having a good time, especially in their resort style setting. At Monarch, it’s the endless summer."

4. HTC Center
"The HTC Center offers students a ton of options. Whether you’re in the mood to shop at the bookstore, workout with the new gym equipment, climb the two-story climbing wall or have a meal at the Rowdy Rooster, you can always find something to do."

5. Cheesesteak U
"Craving a dean cheesesteak late at night? Soon Cheesesteak U will be offering delivery till 1AM on the weekends. Nothing says ‘late night snack’ like a cheesesteak with french fries in it."

Netflix Pix

God Bless America (2011)
What do you get when you pair up a middle-aged man diagnosed with a brain tumor and a young girl who hates her generation? Besides a joke that leaves a party feeling awkward, In God Bless America you’ll find these two misfit renegades purging society of the wasteful, the immoral, and the straight-up ignorant. Starring lesser known actors, this independent film conflicts with the norm and proves that movie messages can be far more important and entertaining than a cliché plot with pretty faces. Have you ever become enraged by the ridiculous ringtone commercials, petty MTV princesses, and trashy yet idolized celebrities? Then check out God Bless America and live out your fantasy of ridding the earth of these people.

Wild Target (2010)
Who doesn’t love Bill Nighy’s witty humor? No, this isn’t ‘the science guy.’ This is the crazy actor who stars in anything he can get his beautiful English hands on. This quirky film brings together an unlikely team to fend off hired hit men while trying to figure out just where in the world they belong. Sparks fly (and so do bullets) as scene after scene introduce new ways to act out crude comedy and suspenseful action. You’ll surely recognize some of the actors and feel for those you don’t. Or maybe not, they are British, after all.

Music Review

Infinity Overhead from Minus The Bear

The progressive-rock group is back with its fifth album and it feels like they took their previous four releases and smashed them all together to form a perfect symmetry between their more raw, guitar-heavy, earlier albums and their last album, OMNI, which had more of a dance party vibe. In other words, there’s something for everyone.

The band gets started with some gnarly guitar licks and electronic melodies straight out of the gate in the opening song, “Steel and Blood,” which describes the moments right after a car crash and the flood of emotions that accompanied it.

“Diamond Lightning” has a vibe similar to MTB’s earlier albums. The airy guitar licks, and smooth background loops lend a perfect backdrop to love story lyrics. The crunchy chorus lines and synth-breakdown towards the end give even more credence to the relationship motif; breaking up the flowing melody with rocky patches and capturing the essence of an intimate relationship.

The band ducks and dives through emotions on the album, slowing it down with the more introspective acoustic in “Heaven is a Ghost Town” and “Empty Party Rooms,” but then quickly picks the pace back up with the frantic guitar solos and synth harmonies in “Zeros” never skipping a beat.

While this release doesn’t have the raw energy and passion of “Menos el Oso,” it’s not as poppy as “OMNI,” and it is more fluid than any of MTB’s previous releases. Overall, the band sounds more mature and cohesive. They appear to have found their sound.

-Leah Barcelonna

Josh Fatzick
There is something going on every weekend at Coastal Carolina, but this weekend brings something special to the Universities event calendar.

**Family Weekend** will start on Sept. 14. This is something that all students can participate in, not only the new freshman class. Coastal has set up activities for students to bring their families to everyday.

Attention golfers, the 14th Annual Family Weekend Golf Tournament will be held during family weekend. The tournament will be held at The Hackler Course with a shotgun start at 8AM on Saturday. The total cost is $65 per person, included in the tournament fee is a cookout lunch, bucket of range balls and prizes. To sign up call the Pro Shop at the Hackler Course.

**Pottery Barn** at The Market Common will be hosting a Chanticleer Brunch and Shop on Saturday. Brunch will start at 10AM and run till about noon. Participants will receive goodie bags filled with coupons from stores at the Market Common. This event is free of charge to Coastal students and their families.

Another off campus event that Coastal will be offering is the *Brookgreen Gardens* guided walking tour. Brookgreen Gardens is located in Murrells Inlet, it is a national historic landmark that is equip with an outdoor collection of American figurative sculptures and a zoo. The event will start at 10AM. Registration is required and it will cost $11 per person.

**The Norman Magic Experience** in Wheelwright Auditorium on Fri. at 9PM. Registration is required for this event, the cost is included with your Family Weekend registration. Tickets are available on a first-come, first-served basis. You can pick up your tickets at the Wheelwright Box Office during the welcome reception and registration.

**Chanticleer football** will be playing Eastern Kentucky at 6PM on Saturday. Tickets are available on a first come, first serve basis. Tickets are not included in the family weekend registration. Bronze tickets are $20 each, and Blitz tickets are $15 each. Registration is required for the pre-game tailgate cookout with administration and faculty. This cost is included in the family weekend registration. The tailgate will start at 3:30PM.

Whether you spend your weekend participating in an on campus activity, soaking up the sun, shopping or rooting for the Chanticleer football team, be sure to enjoy time with your family. Family weekend only comes once a year.

-Leah Barcellona
functions that interest you, the better. You will meet someone who can influence your life personally.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Working with people looking for someone who has your talent and offers your services, and you will end up being offered an interesting proposal. A personal problem is likely to develop involving a relative, friend or colleague. Ride your time and refuse to let your emotions overrule common sense.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Think before you speak this week, or you may find that you are backtracking to save your reputation. A problem while traveling can be expected. Stick close to home. A money problem will develop if you are too generous. Expect items or services to end up costing you more than expected.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Stick to your plans this week-- even if someone is giving you a hard time. It's important to stand up for your rights if you want to be respected. Your professional efforts will be stellar on the this week. Don't be shy when it comes to bringing your accomplishments to someone's attention. Put your plans into motion, and you will advance.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Don't get angry when what's required is recognizing a problem and fixing it without making a fuss. Authority figures will step in if you don't stick to rules and regulation. This week a short trip will allow you to view firsthand what is required to pursue one of your goals. Love is in the stars, and a promise or commitment made will lead to a better future.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Make some worthwhile alterations at home, and you will end up with a relaxed environment where you can ease your stress and rejuvenate. Don't display emotions this week -- especially where money or possessions are concerned. Show restraint and you will get what you want.

FROM UNIVERSAL UCLICK ASTRO ADVICE WEEKLY
CAUGHT ON CAMPUS

Greek All-Campus Barbecue
The Woods Pavilion
Friday, Aug. 31.

Paige Gunderson, Katelyn Dawsey, Ali Miller
Jamie Savitsky, Kelsey Flowe

What is the Word?
We asked students this week what they were planning on purchasing with the financial aid settlement...

Gabe Lesnick
"A two thousand dollar car"

Jale Tinar
"Textbooks and rent"

Jess Hoover
"A turtle"

Victoria Kirvy
"A new pair of rainbows and rent at Monarch"